Taste of the Arts Celebrates Nature’s Treasures

From the buffet of treasures from land, sea and air . . . to the scarves, switch plates and clay ornaments decorated with impressions from the natural world . . . to the turned wood and natural stone of the silent auction . . . to the continuous terrariums prepared by the children . . . to the entertainment that was Over the Rainbow: the 19th annual Taste of the Arts celebrated the beauty and diversity of Nature’s Treasures. Now this year were the Treasure Board with 150 gifts to be won, and terrarium centerpieces that lucky door prize winners took home. As always, the highlight of the evening was the very well received performance by the children. Under the direction of co-chairpersons Karen Clark and Lynn Ellis and the Taste of the Arts Committee, students, teachers and volunteers combined their talents to create a spectacular evening to remember. The Core Committee and the Benedictine Sisters are very grateful to everyone who brought this very important annual event to life. Hopefully, the accompanying photos will provide a tiny taste of Taste of the Arts 2016.

Thank you for supporting the Neighborhood Art House at Taste of the Arts 2016. Your participation helps to bring beauty through the arts to hundreds of Erie’s inner-city children.

Michelangelo Sponsor ($5,000)
Humes (Mel & Karen Clamp) Reed Manufacturing (Scott Wright)

Vincent Van Gogh Sponsor ($2,500)
Bill and Becky Hibbert Bill & Martha Hibbert Bruce & Nancy Kern David & Lenore Lewis Mary & Howard Lincoln Gerdynke Petersen PNC Bank Barbara Pollock Latifa & Stephen Ray Ali & Peggy Richardson Sharon & Shaun Romney Maggie Stolley Jim & Mary Ann Toohey

Georgia O’Keeffe Sponsor ($1,000)
Kenneth and Lisa Chesky Attorney Mark & Amy Danzinger Mary Alice & Tom Dasin Highsmith Blue Cross Blue Shield Home Instead Senior Care Philip & Christine Kamin Little Caesars/Outback’s BBQ Chris & Tom Letus Betsy & Marco Miniawie Morris Coupling Co. Nemetz’s Heating and Air Conditioning Professional Communications Messaging Service

Frida Kahlo Sponsor ($500-$999)
Accudyn Products Inc. Judy Altstadt Baldwin Brothers J.J. Bank Kroo McLaughin Gemmill & Sennett, P.C. Lamm/Health Insurance Joanne & Roger Zurn
FahL students have adopted the vacant lot in the 100- block of Pier and Parade Streets, the sweet olive-like trees (8 trees on 100 St. between Holland and France) and the vacant lot in front of the John E. Horan Garden Apartments.  The appearance of the sweet olive-like trees will greatly improved since they became part of the Art House Community Involvement.  We are tremendously grateful to all the volunteers who assist on these excursions so that the children can begin to expand their horizons.

DATES OF NOTE

Donor Corner

The Green Teams of the Neighborhood Art House and the John E. Horan Garden Apartments will utilize the $1,000 awarded by Keep PA Beautiful to provide green space in the City of Erie through enhancement or installation of a vertical green wall.

From the Desk Of Sr. Annette

Our Lady's Christian School – The children and faculty of Our Lady’s School awarded the proceeds for the first of the annual “In the Box” sale of 2017 school year to the Art House. It is always a special time of year when students support other children – thank you!

Keep PA Beautiful – The Green teams of the Neighborhood Art House and the John E. Horan Garden Apartments will utilize the $1,000 awarded by Keep PA Beautiful to provide green space in the City of Erie through enhancement or installation of a vertical green wall.

The Arts – A Universal Language

DONOR CORNER

Once again, the Erie Community Foundation sponsored ERIE GIVES.  The Neighborhood Art House saw an increase of 70% in donations in 2016 and 34% in the number of donors, reaching a total of $36,204. In addition, we have received several donations from employer matching gift programs. Our thanks to all who participated and Mark your calendar – next year is August 8, 2017.
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